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On total awareness logics
with apecial attention to monotonicity constraints and flexibility~

Elias Thijsse

ITK~Dpt. of Language, Tilburg University
P.O.Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, Holland
E-mail:thysseCkub.nl

Abstract

Thia paper provides a study of classical (bivalently interpreted) logics ofawarenesa,
in particular some theories presented in [FH88]. These logics are compared to each
other and their differences and similarities are demonstrated.

The positive aim of the enterprise is an adequate description of awareness and
actual belief and the general model theory required, a`negative' aim the avoidance of
logical omniscience; theae goals reflect two sides of the same coin, of courae.

The firat part of the paper contains some Kripke-style theories in which aware-
neas is esaentially a syntactic filter on potential beliefs; monotonicity conditiona on
the awarenesa filter provide some particularities of active belief. Here, a d'uective
reault ia that the general (`sieve') semantics underlying Fagin 8s Halpern's logic of
general awareneae already provides an extremely flexible framework, which ia proved
to be effectively equivalent to Rantala's non-normal world semantics. Consequently,
every awareness logic which respects the propositional tautologies can be given a sieve
semantics.

The second part is on neighbourhood semantics for active belief. In a topologi-
cal metaphor, the different frames of mind which can be attributed to an agent are
conatrued as neighbourhood bases interpreting actual beliefs. Some alternatives are
ahown to be (almost) equivalent, yet a standard account is argued to be preferable.

keywords:

posaible world semantics, non-normal logics, awareness, explicit ( actual, active) belief,
implicit ( potential) belief, logical omniscience, flexibility, monotonicity.

'Moat of the firat part of thia paper was read before the Amsterdam Seminar on Intensioaal Logic,
the aecond part before the Tilburg Interpretation and Knowledge Representation Group. Thanks are
due to both audiencea, in particular to Johan van Benthem, Jan Jaspara, Heinrich Wansing, Zhisheng
Huang, Ksren Kwaat, Reinhard Muakena and René Ahn, for commenta, references and diacusaions. After
these talka the paper benefited from Wanaing's work on Rantala models, eapecially along the dimenaion
of generality and flexibility. Petra Tuunter provided some of the pictures and Ann McDonald did laat
minutes proof-reading.
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1 Introduction into belief, awareness and logical omniscience

The ultimate goal of the enterprisel is to give a sound and complete, yet descriptively
adequate logic for awareness in its relation to (human) belief. Apart from academic interest
this is also important for future communication systems which will be required to act as
if they understand how humans think.Z

The present paper is a step towards this goal. Although we will not give an empirically
complete description of awareness and actual belief, a first approximation is provided.
More importantly, the general framework is established, which enables us to deal with
various types of awareness and actual belief without the need to change the logic over and
over again. Fortunately, since the framework covers earlier proposals (in fact generalizes
one of them), previous insights are preserved and extended with more details, especially
on (weak) introspection properties of active belief.

The impetus to what we call awarenesa logics are the problems of so-called `logical
omn.iscience'. This ironic term refers to the fact that standard logics such as (the minimal)
normal modal logic fall short when they are applied to certain cognitive modes of human
beings (or their simulations in A~). The problem is that these logics would force the
agent to know or believe simply too much. More precisely, they would oblige a person to
know all the consequences of his knowledge. E.g. all number theorists now would `know'
whether Fermat's last theorem holds or not, since they know the postulates for ordinary
arithmetic.3 This is surely not the case, in any realistic sense of the word `know': though
these mathematicians may be said to implicitly know the answer to this classical query,
nobody is aware of the answer, i.e. nobody knows it explicitly, so far. Or, more simply and
perhaps even more convincingly, if somebody believes p, he need not (explicitly) believe p
or q, although any logic containing the classical tautologies and the principle

I f-~p-~t[i~ I-B~p-.B~i,

which modalizes the parts of a valid implication, would predict so.
To judge whether these problems were rightly ignored in ~Hintikka62], a distinction

between implicit versus explicit belief is relevant. I believe (explicitly, as a matter of fact)
that Hintikka was trying to model implicit rather than explicit belief and was, therefore,
virtually conect on this point.

Now it may seem easy to circumvent problems of logical omniscience (LO) by limiting
the power of inference. Although this is precisely what awareness logics do there are a
fairly large number of complications to be dealt with. One is that there are many sorts of
awareness and logical omniscience and it appears to be difficult to deal with all of them
at once. Apart from the forementioned principle I some other prominent types of Lo are:

N ~cp~FBcp

K ~ B(~P -i ~G) -. (B~P -~ B~)

C ~- (B~p n B,~) ~ B(cp n~)

1Supplemented by sectiona on partial and relevance approaches to awarenesa and actual belief, the
content of the preaent paper will be included in my forthcoming dieaertation.

~Like [Penrose90] we do not expect machinea to become conecioua; however, by diacovering and pro-
gramming formal propertiea of coneciouanesa we can make computera more intelligent and ueer-friendly.

~Aseuming the conjecture is not independent of Peano'e axioms.
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E ~ip~-.-t~i~F-BcpHBt~i

In an Animal Farm-like paradox, one may say that all types of Lo are equally troublesome,
but some are more troublesome than others, since these principles are ordered by the
consequence series NK ~ I~ E and IK ~ C.

Another complication for building such logics is that of keeping classical propositional
logic (pL) in the external part of the logic while avoiding omniscience in the internal part.
E.g. BpV ~Bp should be valid but B(pV ~p) should not. For it seems obvious that anyone
believes some fact or other, or he does not, and, most importantly, this holds regardless
of the sense of belief involved. But it is not obvious at all that everyone should have any
belief with regard to p at all, and therefore he need not explicitly believe the tautology p
or not p either. Of course the axioms can be chosen in such a way that the modal system
has the required effect; a minimal solution to this problem would involve just (the modal
instantiations of) pL. Perhaps weak principles such as the converse of C could be added:

C~ I- B(~p n,~) --~ (B~p n BzG)

A complete specification, however, presupposes a clear-cut choice for the notion of belief,
which unfortunately seems to have many appearances.

Now a chief difficulty is that removing Lo-inference rules reopens the search for a suit-
able model theory, unless we want to abandon semantics altogether. Here some subtlety
is required. E.g., a straightforward partial logic which eliminates Lo will also destroy pL.

It is even suggested that possible worlds alone are to blame for Lo. This sweeping state-
ment is in fact not correct. As a matter of fact, partial semantics can equally well provide
Lo, since they may be used to describe normal modal logics such as S4,4 depending on
the manner of validation. Moreover, by adding certain modifications and generalizations,
different types of Lo may be avoided in possible worlds semantics as well, as this paper
will try to demonstrate.

Apart from being based on some variant of possible worlds semantics, the theories that
we will discuss have the common feature that explicit belief is connected to implicit belief
by adding awareness to it. Thia can be put into a slogan:

EXPLICIT BELIEF - IMPLICIT BELIEF -~ AWARENESS

Like all slogans, the statement is rather imprecise. It does not account for the exact
relationship, nor whether the notions are merely semantic or have a syntactic counterpart,
nor which notion is primitive, and which one derived. In fact the latter may depend: at
times explicit belief is derived, then again awáreness is derived. Yet the equation points
rightly at a division of labour: the logical properties of actual belief may be thought to
be localized in idealized form in implicit belief, the non-logical character in the somewhat
misty notion of awareness. It is even claimed sometimes that awareness is an illogical
notion. We feel that although it is true that awareness has no nontrivial properties in
general (i.e., apart from missing ordinary properties), for special types we may and will
formulate constraints.

~cf. [Th;jsae90] and in some sense already [Hintikkaó2].
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2 Overview

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 and 4 deal with augmented Kripke

semantics and section 5 with (forms of) neighbourhood semantics.

We start with FaginBiHalpern's general awareness logíc (GAL), and study its monotonic-

ity behaviour. Konolige's criticism is discussed and an alleged alternative is compared

to the original logic. It is shown that a simple generalization of the GAL models, viz.

`sieve semantics', provides an extremely flexible semantic framework which is effectively

equivalent to Rantala's non-normal world semantics. Sieve semantics covers all awareness

logics which contain classical propositional calculus, and therefore an awareness logic with

a tota! semantics can always be given a sieve semantics.

Then the more reatricted (special) awareness logic is introduced, where again monotonicity

constraints turn out to be of vital importance for determining properties of awareness and

belief. It is also shown that negative introspection with respect to explicit belief causes a

collapse of the logic. To exemplify the force of sieve semantics, the special awareness logic

is embedded into the general one.

Next the general theory of neighbourhood models is given in order to deal with awareness

within a frame of mind. It is argued that only very weak conditions should be imposed on

these models. Two related, seemingly new forms of model theory are reduced to special

kinds of neighbourhood semantics. Finally neighbourhood semantics and its variants are

shown to be equivalent to branches of sieve semantics.

Throughout the paper a number of correspondence and completeness results will be men-

tioned or proved. Incidentally, we improve some earlier proposals on this point.
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3 The logic of general awareness

In order to obtain sufficient power to model awareness on the one hand and avoid problems
of omniscience on the other hand, FaginBzHalpern (FBzH henceforth) suggest the logic of
general awareness. The non-logical nature of awareness is built into the logic by making
the awareness set A;(w) an arbitrary set of formulas. Roughly, awareness functions like
a sieve, filtering out explicit beliefs from the bulk of implicit beliefs. This is perhaps the
most obvious realization of the equation given in the introduction.

The syntactic nature of awareness is reflected in the presence of a primitive awareness
operator A; for each agent i. To each of the rn. agents explicit (B;) and implicit (L;)
beliefs are attributed.ó So the language is essentially G, n,{t;};,{A;};,{a;};(ProP) (or G~ Á~
for short), although B; can also be introduced by the definition B;cp - L;~p n A;~p.

semantics

(W, {R;}i, {A;}i, V) is a model of general awareness, if (W, {R;};, V) is an ordinary (multi-
modal) Kripke model in which W is a set of possible worlds ( or states, as FBiH call
them), R; C W x W is a serial, transitive and euclidian accessibility relation ( dealing with
implicit beliefs), and V an ordinary two-valued valuation function, i.e. V: Prop x W-~
{0,1}. Furthermore ,Ai(w) C G~ Á ~ for all i, w, and the truth and validity conditions are
standard-type apart from the non-recursive part caused by A: e

. M, w~ p iff V(p, w) - 1(p E Prop);

. M, w ~~~p iff M, w~ ~p;

. M,w~~pn~iiffM,w~cpandM,w~~i;

. M, w ~ Liip iff M, v~ ~p for every v such that wR;v;

. M, w ~ A;cp iff cp E A;(w);

. M, w ~ B;~p iff ~p E A;(w) and M, v ~ cp for every v such that wR;v;

.~ ~p iff M, w ~ cp for all models M and world w in M.

completeness and correspo~idence

This simple semantics enables a nice and easy completeness result:

Theorem 1 (FaginBcHalpern) 7
The modal system for the logic of general awareness is pL -f weak S5 (i.e. NKD45) for
L; and the axiom ~ B;cp H L;~p n A;cp.

óThroughout theae sections we will sometimes use B inatead of B;, etcetera; within a formula or rule,
modal operators are to be conaidered as coindexed by default.

6We atandardised the notation: [FH88] have S and a where we have W and w, ~r for our V, 8 for R,
4i for Prop, true for 1, failae for 0, true for T, falae for 1, ti for ~, ~ for -., and - for .-~.

7[FH88, theorem 8.4]
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Proof: Soundness is obvious and completeness is shown by a straightforward Henkin-style argu-
ment. Canonical awareness sets are defined by A; (E) - A; -1 [E] a ~

Despite its simplicity the framework is a very flexible tool: different types of awareness
and explicit belief are easy to model, as demonstrated by a number of correspondences.
Here monotonicity constraints enter our story.

Deflnition 1 (monotonicity)

(monj) A is upwards monotonous with respect to R i~`wR;v ~ A;(w) C,~i;(v)
(monJ,) A is downwards monotonous with respect to R i~`' wRiv ~ ,At(v) C,~1;(w)
(mon-) A is constantly monotonous with respect to R ifj` wR;v ~,qi(w) -,A,;(v)

1. Introspection (with respect to awareness) amounts to the axiom A~p --~ AA~p. This
corresponds to the condition A[A(w)] C A(w) on structures of general awareness.

2. Upward monotonicity is expressed by the axiom A~p --~ LA~p.

3. Downward monotonicity is triggered by the axiom ~Acp --~ L~Acp.

4. Closure of all A(w) under subformulas (within the `small' language G~ ~~) corre-
sponds to the addition of the axioms:9

~(ALip v AA~p v A~ip) -. Acp,
F- A(~p n~) -~ (A~p n A,~).

5. Awareness of a set of atomic formulas, or rather, of all formulas containing just
those atoms. So, for all worlds and every agent there is a subset ~Y C Prop such
that ,,4(w) - G(~Y). In the small language ( with B; introduced by definition), this
corresponds to the set of axioms F~ ALcp .-~ A~p, F- AAcp H A~p, ~ A~~p .-~ Acp,
~- A(~p n ~) .-. (A~o n A~).

6. Awareness by limited time~space bounds, i.c. ( local) knowledge of a processor (i)
in a distributed system.lo This boila down to requiring refíexivity of the relations
R~ and constant monotonicity of the A;. The corresponding axioms are Lcp -~ ~p,
A~p -. LA~p and ~A~p -~ L~A~p.

monotonicity effects and evaluation
The generality of this approach enables instantiations for special kinds of awareness. Here
are some comments on these special kinds.

Firat, with respect to monotonicity, we can inspect the monotonous kinds of general
awareness emphasizing the bilateral relationships among awareness, implicit and explicit
belief.

sI.e, rp E .~1i(3j) q AirV E FJ.
oLikewiae extended for the full language by axioma such as ~ AB~p ~ A~p.

loSee [FH88, p.57] for details.
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Proposition 1 The itrtplications displayed below are valid under ~rconT, their converses
under monJ., and their bidirectional counterparts (i.e. equivalences~ under mon-:

~monj A~p -' LA~p ~monj L~Acp -, -,A~P
~monj Blp -' LB~ ~monj L~B~P -~ -~B~P
~mo,~j (B~p n AB~p) -~ BBcp ~m~„j B~B~p --~ (~Bcp n A~B~p)

Proof: easy ~

So, in the light of what follows latPr on, noteworthy instances are ~„io„j B~p --~ LB~p,
~m~l LB~P -` B~Pi ~mon- LB~ H B~Pr ~monj L~BtP -~ ~B~P~ ~monl ~B~ ~ L~B~r
~mv„- L~B~ .-i ~Bcp.

Second, closure under subformulas, and in particular for conjunctions is allegedly mo-
tivated by reference to the `pragmatically paradoxical' 11 formula B(pn ~Bp) which would
become satisfiable without imposing the restriction. In fact, as pointed out in [vdHM88]
something more is needed to make ~B(p n~Bp) valid: upward rrconotonicity should hold
as we11.12 The price to pay is that K- and C-omniscience are regained, which is sometimes
considered problematic for explicit belief.

Third, for resource bounded reasoning it is not obvious that the pushing claims of
FaginBeHalpern can be effectuated. In fact only the case for distributed computations
is dealt with in some detail. FBiH also mention cryptography as one of the possible
applications. It seems to me that the feasibility of this type of applications depends on
the precise nature of the source: is it simply the length of the formulas or some other
notion of syntactic complexity, the size of the possible models, the number of steps of
the derivation, or what? It is perfectly clear that structural limitations (complexity of
formulas) will be easier to incorporate than derivational limitations.

Fourth, Konolige claims that the semantics proposed for general awareness is not ade-
quate since "the formal correspondence between accessibility relations and sets of aware-
ness sentences breaks down" [Konolige86, p.246]. I am not quite sure that I understand his
intention, for literally this is not the purpose of the awareness sets. So, let me try to make
sense out of this quote by transforming it into a question: `are there axiom schemes that
have no formal correspondent in terms of a structural constraint on validating frames?' In
fact let us consider the 4 axiom for B. Konolige apparently suggests that this scheme is
troublesome. It is not difficult to formulate validating conditions: A has to be moraT and
closed with respect to B (i.e. ~p E A(w) ~ Bep E,A(w)). To get full correspondence we
have to relax these conditions a bit: monT and B-closure only have to hold for formulas in
worlds where they are modally satisfiable.13 Now such a condition is rather unusual, but
this is no formal reason to abandon it. A similar story goes for the 5 axiom of negative
introspection of explicit belief.

So most of these specialities seem quite robust, but there has been some criticism on
the general part of the story as well. [Konolige86] holds that the logic is essentially the
syntactic approach14 in disguise. I basically disagree. True, the logic contains a large

11Pragmatical paradoxea (like in aaying `p but I do not believe that p') are treated in [Th~jsse9l].
1~Cf. [FH88, footnote 6). Instead of monj, [vdHM88, p.29] require the stronger mon-.
1JI.e. for all such frames F, if there is a V such that F, V, w~ L~p and ~p E A(w), then both Brp E A(w)

and a E A(v) for all ro such that wRro.
1~The syntactic approach, which abolishes all model theory, is strictly based on seta of formulae and

(limited) inference rulea.
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syntactic component: the awareness sets consist of (uninterpreted) formulas. Awareness
thus becomes a(generally non-recursive) non-logical notion. But there is alao a recursive
semantics attached to it, dealing with ordinary logical aspects. This may aeem a bastard
approach, but here it ia precisely what we want: the limited inference is accounted for by a
proper semantics. Konolige wants to abolish the semantics altogether, but this only makes
the logic less insightful - if we would express the inferences by deductive rules only, we
have failed to give a reason for the properness of the inference. By its axiomatizations,
the logic of general awareness is able to provide the deductive rules as well. Of course,
a purely semantic and fully recursive approach would be preferable, but I believe this is
intrinsically imposaible, due to the psychological nature of awareness: consciousnesa of the
parts generally doea not imply consciousness of the whole.

At this point it may be wise to point at some unanswered questions about axiom-
atizations for sublanguages. It is not obvious which modal systema trigger the various
sublanguages. E.g., what is B's own system? What is the complete logic using merely B
and A? And what is the one for just B and L? So far we have only partial answers to
these queries. Without L the following axioms and rules qualify:

~ pL, including modus ponens (MP)

. I- -,cp ~ ~- ~BSo (N~`)

~ I- B~p ~ ~BB~cp

. I- B~p -i A~p

. ~- ip ~ ~ Acp -~ Bcp

. ~- (B~p n AB~p n BA~) -. BB~p

. ~ (A,B~ n B,A~p) ~ B,B~p

Notice that N~ implies D, as well as D~: ~- ~B1 and other dual relaxations of princi-
ples that are invalid on their own, such as F- (B~p n B~r~i) --~ ~B~(~p n~i), the weakened
counterpart of C.

3.1 a specialized alternative
In [HK91] a variant of the logic of general awareness (or, rather, a special case of this
logic) is proposed. The characteristic features of this system are:

. certain conditions on the awareness functions A:

- propositional closure: ~cp E A(w) q~O E A(w) and (cp n~i) E A(w) q ~p, zli E
A(w),

- nested awareness: Acp E A(w) ~ cp E A(w),

- belief awareness interpretation: Acp E A(w) q Lcp E A(w);

~ a modified definition of explicit belief (Bi):

B;~ - L;~ n AiL;~.

8



Some comments may be in order. To start with the last point, notice that, even without
Ai, the new B; (say BHK ) can be expressed in terms of in the old B; (BFH ) and L;, but
not the other way round:

~ BHK~ t--~ BFHLi~P.
z

So FaginBiHalpern's definition is more general. Perhaps the new definition is more ade-
quate, but this does not follow from the alleged argument

"However, according to the [Ff9HJ definition, it is possible that ~.. J agent i
may not be aware of ~p in a[n accessibleJ state t though he believes ~p is true. "
[HK91, p.294]

With regard to the above definition this argument is a non sequitur: instead of implying
B;~p -~ A;Li~p, it establishes Bi~p --~ LiAicp, which is validated by monT of A;.

With regard to the constraints on the awareness function A;, I am willing to believe
the conditions of propositional closure and nested awarenessls, but it is difficult to accept
the óelief awareness interpnetation. It is especially difficult to grasp the intuition behind
AiLi~p ~ A;A;cp.

One of the prime goals of [HK91] is to show that by means of the awareness operator
one can define different kinds of implications, some of which would lead to K- and I-type
omniscience and others not. Yet only part of this aim has been realized.1e

3.2 a general alternative: Rantala semantics

Hintikka and especially Rantala17 have proposed the addition ofnonstandard worlds which
are (according to Hintikka) doxastically or epistemically accessible but logically impossible.
These rather mysterious entities are somewhat clarified by Rantala who suggests that
nonstandard worlds are arbitrary indices that do not encounter a validity test, yet can be
arbitrarily `filled' in some cases. With a slightly disturbing shift in terminology, Rantala
adopts the phrase non-normal worlds for these non-standard objects.18

A Rantala model for the modal language G{o~}; is of the form (W, W', {R;};, V). Here
W is a set of `normal' worlds and W' a set of `non-normal' worlds; it will be convenient to
put U- W U W'. Then Ri C U x U and V: G x U --~ {0,1}. The truth conditions for
normal worlds w are standard-type - for the connectives they are recursively specified

1óAlthough I would still prefer the partly stronger constraint of closure under subformulas, joined with
the monotonicity conditions.

18Some of the reported results happen to be wrong or misleading. E.g. proposition 6.2(c), which ia
important because it aerves as a redefinition for the atrong implication M; , should read:

(~a M, ~G) ~ í(~v -~ ~i) n A;~p n A;~ n A~A~,~i)

(the negation in the last conjunct was left out; the second last conjunct is not necessary for the equivalence
but is vital for the new definition: it ensures K-closure. Propositions 6.7 (b) and ( c}, which are presumably
intended to expresa I-omniacience, are misleading: they hold vacuously since the premisea are false.

'~ Vide [Hintikka75], [Rantala82a] and (in a very general form) [Rantala82b].
leRantala's non-normal worlds rather correspond to [Kripkeó5]'s deaignated worlda, than to Kripke's

`non-normal worlds'. The latter also eliminate N, but in an entirely different way: evaluating in a non-
normal world ensurea abaence of any belief whatsoever, wheteas checking validity can only take place in
designated ( or: `actual') worlda. So with Rantale N is prohibited not by some additional feature of the
atarting point of evaluation, but by misaing information in the accesaible worlds.

9



from the assignments to the atoms. The truth conditions for non-normal worlds (that
enter when modals are verified) are free:19 e.g. both cp and ~cp may be true in a non-
normal world w', but then neither should be false; also neither might be true, but then
they are both false. Truth conditions now are constraints on proper valuations:

~ V(~cp, w) - 1 iff V(~p, w) - 0;

. V(cp n rli, w) - 1 iff V(cp, w) - V(~i, w) - 1;

~ V(O;~p, w) - 1 iff V(~p, u) - 1 for each u such that wRtu;

.~~ ~p iff V(cp,w) - 1 for each model (W,W', R,V) E C and w E W.

It can easily be shown that Rantala's semantics is entirely flexible: every modal system
that contains pL is characterized by a class of Rantala models.ZO As an example of the
force of this framework [Wansing90] shows that

Proposition 2 (Wansing)
Each Gar, model induces a globally equivalent Rantala model.

Proof:~l Given a enL model M -(W, R, A, V), let M' -(W, W', B, R, Á, V') be a atructure such
thatW"-{A;(w)~iCmBiwEW},wA;vqv-,.Q;(w)BawEW,6;-R;UA;. B;,L;,A;are
interpreted by means of B;, R;, A; respectively. V'(p, w) - V(p, w) if w E W, and V'(rp, w") - 1
iff rp E w' 8t w' E W'. Then the usual truth conditions for connectivea and modal operators
(on normal worlda, of course) turn the structure into a Rantala model that is equivalent to M on
normal worlds, and therefore the two modela are globally equivalent (verify the same formulas). ~

Although this demonstrates that Rantala models are well-equipped for dete~ining
awareneas logica, it does not show their superiority, neither as a specific description of a
certain type of awareness, nor as a general framework. The point is that a slight gener-
alization of FBtH's Gnr, models already provides an equally basic and flexible framework:
let us simply dro~p the structural conditions on R;. Technically, these sieve models are of
the form (W, R', A, V) where (W, R;, V) is a common Kripke model and ,Ai(w) C Go,,.,,,om
for all w E W. The essential truth condition is like the GA t one for explicit belief:

w~o:rP iff ip E A;(w) 8z v~ cp for all v such that wRiv

Then we can prove a converse to Wansing's result:

Proposition 3
Every Rantala model induces a globally equivalent sieve model.

Proof:~~ A Rantala model M-(W, W`, R, V) can be transformed into a sieve model M' -
(W, R~,,Á, V'), by taking

19So, they are not open, i.e. the semantics is still total. However, in general truth values are not
recuraively apecified.

~oCf. [PW89], [Wsnaing89]; the canonical model and truth lemma are rather etraightforward.
"Our proof alightly departa from Wanaing's aince he doea not treat A; as a genuine modal operator,

with an accessibility relation A; of ita own.
~~Almoat the same construction has independently been suggeated by Joe Halpern, cf. [Wanaing90, note

T]. The generality of the reault has apparently been overlooked, so far.
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. R;-R;nWxW

..,4;(w) -{~i ~ V(~i,v) - 1 for all v E W` such that wR;v}

' V'(P, w) - V(P, w) for all p E Prop, w E W.

A straightforward induction shows simulation of truth on models: for every w E W

V(~p, w) - 1 iff M', w~ ~p,

and so M~ ~p q M' ~ ~p. a

The latter two propositions show that Rantala's non-normal world semantics and sieve
semantics are equally flexible (the structural conditions for Gnr, models do not interfere in
Wansing's result). Combining the previous remarks we obtain a corollary, which is useful
for deriving more specific completeness theorems. It can also be shown directly.

Theorem 2
Every modal syatem containing pL is characterized by a canonical sieve model.

Direet proof: For a modal system S~ pL, define the canonical model ,M -~W, R, A, V) by:

. W is the set of maxirnally S-consistent sets of formulas,

. rR;n i~e o; l[r~ c o,
' .~;(r) - o; l[rl,
. V(P, E) - 1 iff p E E.

This enables a very easy proof of the truth lemma; since S contains pL we also have Lindenbaum's
lemma. Together this ahows general completeness in the usual way. ~

A first grumbling remark here is that the proof is almost too easy; the reason for this ease is
that the A-sets allow an enormous amount of freedom. Specific logics will be more difficult
to handle since we will be inclined to impose the constraint on the R relations instead of
on the A functions, which is impossible in the general case. Also in this respect sieve
semantics and Rantala's non-normal world semantics are comparable: in the latter case
the valuation type is the second dimension of freedom. This comparison also indicates that
it is somewhat dubious to count A as part of the frame, as we did earlier. A second remark
is that for arbitrarymulti-modal logics, the R in the sieve models can be dismissed, turning
the semantics into `syntax in disguise'. However, for awareness logics the coexistence of
explicit and implicit belief makes us keep the R after all.

11



4 The logic of special awareness

The special awareness logic ( sat) of FBiH is involved in describing the type of explicit belief
that can be related to a number of aquainted facta. In a sense, this may be regarded as a
recursive alternative to GAL. In this set-up, there is no need for an awareness operator in
the basic language, which can be characterized by G, n,{a;};,{L;}; - A syntactic counterpart
to the semantically present awareness can be defined, but it will lack the simple properties
of A{ in GAL.

semantics

Models are ofthe form (W, {R;};, {A;};, V), where (W, Ri, V) is still an ordinary (weak S5)
Kripke model which is augmented with awareness sets that are now sets of propositional
atoms: ,,4.~(w) C Prop for all i, w. a3

Although the truth assignment to propositional atoms is classical (total), a partial
effect is reached by restricting truth and falsity of formulas in worlds by means of the
awareness sets. Apart from these restricted truth and falsity relations there is also an
unrestricted classical truth relation ( ~). These relations are defined by recursion:

M, w ~~ p iff V(p, w) - 1 and p E tY (where p E Prop);
M, w~ ~ p iff V(p, w) - 0 and p E tY (p E Prop);
M, w ~ p iff V(p, w) - 1 (p E Prop);

M, w~ ~ ~ cp iff M, w~~ ~p;
M, w ~ ~~~p iff M, w~~ ~p;
M,w ~~ipiff M,w~rp;

M, w~ ~ cp n s~i iff M, w~~ cp and M, w~~~i ;
M,w ~~cpnz,iiffM,w ~~iporM,w ~~~i;
M, w~ ~p n~i iff M, w~ ~p and M, w~~i;

M, w~~ Licp iff M, v ~~ ip for every v such that wRtv;
M, w~ ~ L;ip iff M, v~~` ~p for some v such that wR;v;
M, w~ L;~p iff M, v~ cp for every v such that wR;v;

M, w~~ B;~p iff M, v~~~~{w~ ~p for every v such that wR;v;
M, w~ ~ B;cp iff M, v ~~~~ ~wl ip for some v such that wR;v;
M, w~ B;~p iff M, v ~~{wl cp for every v such that wR;v;

~ ~p iff M, w~ ~p for all models M and world w in M.

Equipped with these definitions a kind of persistence can be shown.

Proposition 4 (FaginBcHalpern) Z4

If ~Y C ~Y' C Prop then for each M, w, cp:

. M,w~~~p~M,w~~~~p~M,w~~p

a M, w ~~ cp ~ M, w~~~ cp ~ M, w~ cp

~~ Again we have changed the notation to make things fit into our framework.
and ~F by ~ ~ .

~~[FH88, propoeition 4.1(2,3)]

~T is replaced by ~t

12



In particular we have that w ~~ ~p ~ w~ ~p, but not the other way round: the equivalence
breaks down with the falsity case for B;.Zb The proposition is a convenient tool for proving
validities.

Propoaition 5

~ BBip -. Bcp ~ B~p -~ Lip ~ L~p ~--. LLcp
~ B~~p -. ~B~p ~ Bcp H BLip ~ L~~p --~ ~L~p
~ B~Btp -. ~B~p ~ B~Bcp --a ~Lip ~ L~Lcp H ~L~p

Proof: R is not only transitive, but in addition serial and euclidian, and therefore dense. So, e.g.,
M, w~ BBip ~ for each v and u such that wRv and vRu : M, u ~~iwlnA~ti~ ip ~ for each u such
that wRu : M, u ~~1~1 rp ~ M, w~ Brp. The other cases are aimilar. ~

Some of these results ahow how to reduce modalities; some can also pop up in complete
axiomatizations, of course.

Although awareness is not syntactically present, it can be reintroduced. The idea is
that somebody may be said to be aware of (or aquainted with) a simple fact p, if p is true
or false relative to the awareness set in every state she considers possible; in other words,
if she explicitly believes p V ~p. Likewise, one is aware of a complex fact if one is aware of
all the primitives it contains. This suggests a definition:

AiP - n B(p V ~p)
P~~P

FBtH notice that the following proposition relates explicit belief and awareness in the
simple case of formulas that are free from modal operators.

Propoaition 6 (FaginBtHalpern)
If cp is purely propositional and ~ ~p, then ~ Acp ~ Bcp.

Proof: a simple contraposition argument suffices. ~

Notice that the restriction to propositional cp is essential. Without such a condition propo-
sition 6 does not hold any longer. Here is a counterexample:

Eaample 1 let M -({w, v}, R, A, V) where R- {(w, v), (v, v)}, p E A(w) but p~ A(v),
V arbitrary. In a diagram:

.~l : p A : ~i

~óHowever, [Wanaing90, lemma 1~ seemingly atrengthens thia result, that is, if we recuraively specify
the atoma in a formula relevant for awareness and generalize his reatriction set A;(w') to an arbitrary
~Y C Prop ( to keep the indnction going), there is an alleged converse:

M,w ~t ~p q M,w ~~P 8c T.,(N) S A~(w)~

and likewise for ~~. Unfortunately, the claim is wrong: taking ~Y - Prop and A;(w) - 0 provides a
aingleton counter-example (and similarly for A;(w') instead of iY).

. -..
w v

13



Now let ~p - Bp V~Bp. Then surely ~ cp and M, w~ B(p V~p), but M, w~ B~p, since
p~ A(w) fl A(v), so v~~w~ Bp and v~ A~w~Bp, thus v ~~wi Bp V~Bp.

completeness

To obtain completeness [FH88] need a rather peculiar axiom

ANF ~ yl H tP',

where ~p' is a normal form of ~p in which each B; can only have scope over p V~p for
atoms p occurring in cp. This amounts to cp' E G, n,{A;};,{L;};. Let us call such a cp' an
awareness normal form (ANF) op ~p. F8tH provide a procedure to derive an ANF for each ~p
in the original language. Though intricate, the procedure is entirely syntactic. Therefore
it is possible to put the equivalence of ~p and its ANF into an axiom. Notice this axiom is
extremely forceful and enables a succinct axiomatization.

Theorem 3 (FaginBtHalpern) 2e
The modal system for the logic of special awareness consists of pL (including 1utP), weak
S5 (i.e. NKD45) for Li and the ANF axiom.

Proof: Completenesa is ahown by a standard Henkin-style argument in which canonical worlds
are maximally consistent aets and the canonical awareness functions are defined by p E A;(E) q

B:(P V ~p) E E.
Soundness is unusually difficult to prove, due to the ANF axiom. ~

monotonicity effects

Notice that the above counter-example can be eliminated by the fairly natural condition
of upward monotonicity of awareness. After all it seems rather plausible that once you
are aware of p in some world, you still are aware of p in each alternative you consider
conceivable. The expectation that the generalization of proposition 6 is restored by this
condition turns out to be right. However, with monotonicity we can prove a much stronger
result, directly relating the concepts of awareness, implicit and explicit belief:

Proposition 7 ~,,,~r (A~p I` L~p) --~ Bcp

This fact, which shows a partial similarity with GAL, is proved by means of a lemma.

Lemma 1 For each monotonous model M-(W, R, A, V), worlds w and v, and formula
cp such that M, w~ Acp and wRv:

M,v~~w1 ~pqM,v~~p M,v~A~wi~pqM,v~~P
M~ v ~~nA(w) ~ a M~ v ~sY ~ M~ v ~ ~nA(w) ~P ~ M~ v ~ ~Y ~P

Proof: By a rather laborious induction on the structure of ep. We show the key modal step where
cp is of the form B~i. So, let M, w~ AB~ ( we omit M in the rest of this proof), then by the
definition of A: w~ Atli (i.e. for all p in ~i: p E A(w)). We need to prove four equivalences:

"[FH88, theorem 8.2], vide [l.c., pp.65,66] for an elaborated completeneas proof and [l.c., pp.7Q74] for
eoundneas of the ANF axiom.
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. v ~A(~) B~ q for each u such that vRu: u~A(w)n,.a(v) ,~i q(by IH [the induction
hypothesis] and the transitivity of R) for each u such that vRu: u~~(v) TG q v ~ B~i

. v~ A(w) B~i q for some u vRu and u~~(~)nA(v) ~ q( IH) for some u vRu and u ~~(') ~i q
v~ B~i ~ v~ B~i. Now suppose v ~ B-r~i, then for some u such that vRu: u~~(ti) ~~
u ~~(~)n~(") ~i ~ (by monotonicity) ~ u ~A(~) ~i ~ (IH) u ~ ~i q (IH) u~~(~)~ ~
(monj ác proposition 6) u~~(v ) r~ ~ v~ B~i

. v~~n~(`") B~i q for each u such that vRu: u~~nA(w)nA(v) ,~i q(IH and transitivity of
R) for each u such that vRu: u~~nA(v) ~i q v ~~ B~i, and finally

. v~~n~(~) B~i q for some u such that vRu: u~~nA(w)nA(ti) ,~i q (IH and transitivity of
R) for some u such that vRu: u ~~n~(v) ~i q v~~ B,li ~

Proof of proposition 7: immediately from lemma 1: if M, w~ Aip and M, w~ Lrp, then for
any v such that wRv: M, v~ ~p, so by lemma 1: M, v~~(~1 ~p, and therefore M, w~ Brp. a

One of the corollaries of proposition 7 is that ~,,,~t Lep ~ ~„~~r Asp -~ B~p, which
implies proposition 6(for arbitrary ~p) since ~ ~p q ~ Lcp ( N) is a valid.

Here are some other monotonicity results which are also significant apart from their
doxastic application. They are all related to the 4- and converse 5-axiom for belief in
some way or other (roughly, implicit introspection of explácit belief).

Proposition 8

1. B~p -~ BB~p is determined by monT on frames

,'L. ~,,,o„t B~p ~--. BBcp

3. ~„~o„T B~p -~ LB~p

,~. ~monj L~BSp -i ~Bcp.

Proof:

1. M, w~ Bip ~ for each u such that wRu : M, u~A(w) rp ~ for each v and u such that
wRv and vRu : M, u ~~(~)nA(v) rp q M, w ~ BBrp; full correspondence followa by contra-
position: assume there a non-jmonotonous frame (W, R, A). Then there exist w, v E W and
p E Prop such that wRv and p E A(w) - A(v). Then w ~ B(p V~p), yet w~ BB(p V~p).

2. directly from 1 and BB ~ B;

3. directly from 1 and B~ L;

4. by contraposition from 3 and L~ ~~L. a

The logics of special and general awareness partly agree with respect to their mono-
tonicity behaviour. Comparing proposition 8 to proposition 1 we notice some overlap, e.g.
~„~o„T B~p ~ LBcp, holds in both systems, but differences abound: ~„io„t Byo --~ BBcp
holds in sA1,, but not in Gnr., and the reverse situation pops up for ~„~~t Acp -~ LAcp. As
a matter of fact, the 4-converse BBcp ~ B~p akeady holds in sar, without any constraint
on the awareness function. Moreover, the correspondence results are different. Similar
remarks can be made once we reconsider downward and constant monotonicity.
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Proposition 9

1. ~Brp -~ L~Bip is determined by monJ,

2. ~BBcp -~ L~B~p is determined by mon-

3. ~monj LB~ -a B~

4. ~,,,~.,- LB~ H B~

Proof: we only demonstrate the first result, the other ones are analogous or follow easily. To
show that monj is sufficient, we argue indirectly. Let M be a monj model and suppose w~
~Brp n~L~Brp. Thus (i) v~~~~1 rp and (ii) v' ~~~ui rp for some v and u such that wRv and
wRu and every v' for which uRv'. By euclidicity of R we have uRv and so (iii) v~~lYl rp. Propo-
sition 4, ( iii) and monj imply (iv) v~~1~~ ~p, contradicting (i). monj is also necessary, for if it
does not hold for some frame we have worlds w and v such that wRv and a proposition p such that
p E A(v) - A(w). Then however w ~~B(p V~p) n~L~B(p V~p). a

Inspection of the b-schema for explicit belief (~B~p -~ B~Bcp) shows that this requires
a very strong condition on the awareness functions, in fact one which makes the system
collapse: the distinction between B and L becomes vacuous. The situation here is very
difFerent from that in GnL, where at least the weakened form of the negative introspection
axiom (~Bip n A~Brp) -~ B~B~p, could be obtained without r„nn;ng into a collapse.

Proposition 10

1. ~Bip ~ B~B~p is determined by overall totality of A 27

2. ~toea~ ,4 BiP ~--~ Lcp

evaluation

Despite the earlier completeness theorem, there is still a problem, for as FBiH put it:

"It remains an open question to find more natural axioms that completely char-
acterize the B; operator." [FH88, p.65]

We do not yet have a complete answer to this complicated question. So far it seems that
we need at least one complex inference rule for B;. The point is that apazt from simple
possible axioms such as

~ B~~p -, ~Bcp F- B~p --~ L~p
f- BBcp -. Bip ~ Bcp H BL~p
F B~Bcp -a ~Brp ~ B~B~p --~ ~Lip,

there are more complicated validities such as

~~However, different from the previous reaulta, for more agents the syatem has to be homogeneous w.r.t.
b to obta.in correapondence. So, validity of ~B;~p -. B;~B;rp for a.ll i ie triggered by totality of all the A;'a:
!1w E W : A(w) - Prop
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I- BsB~rP -' B.L~~p F- B.B~Bkcp -' B:B~Lk~P,

and so on. In order to derive these formulas one might reconsider the inference rule I.
Clearly, the scope of this rule has to be limited since this type of Lo is avoided in the logic
of special awareness. In fact we need two restrictions of a different nature.

First, the principle of tertium non datur (excluded middle) and its propositional
consequences ahould be excluded as input to the rule. Otherwise we would obtain e.g.
Bp -~ B(q V~q) which is clearly not a valid principle. This complication can be dealt
with by assimilating the restriction to so-called strong consequence into the input side. 28

Second, as for modal inputs, we have to exclude proper validities auch as ~L;ip -~ ~B;~p
since I would yield the invalid B;~L;cp -~ B;~B;~p. a9 This suggests the restriction that
negations in ip and ~i should only occur within the scope of a B or L operator. However this
is still far too aimple, witness the following two remarks. On the one hand, the restriction
excludes too much, given the validity of the I rule applied to the D axiom for B;:

~ B~ B, ~~p -~ B~ ~ Bt ~P.

On the other hand, the I rule does not yet produce truly remarkable validities such as

~ B~~B;cp -~ B~~Lt~p.

The latter indicates that perhaps rule I has to generalized further, assuming a suitable
condition dealing with negation and modal operators in ~p and zli:

I~ `~ ~rL} ~ ~ I- B7(~P) ~ B7(~)~

where ry is an arbitrary context.

Now as for empirical adequacy, we noted that Lo of types N, I and E are circumvented,
but that K holds again. This means that agents are supposed to be entirely consequent
in their beliefs, which is an idealization, of course. In some respects this logic is similar to
the form of GAL encountered in the previous section where the awareness sets are closed
under subformulas. General awareness as generated from a set of atoms seems even closer.
FBiH note however that the formula Bcp -~ B(cp V~i) is not valid according to this kind
of general awareness, which is an advantage of this logic over that of special awareness.
What is the precise relation between the logics of special and general awareness? To make
the general comparison work (i.e. in the absence of monotonicity constraints), A; has to
be left out of the language. Then `special' explicit beliefs can simply be pushed into the
`general' awareness sets. More formally, for any sAL model M-(W, {Ri}i, {.,4;};, V) define
an equivalent GAL model M~ -(W, {R;}s, {Ai}t, V), where Ai(w) -{So ~ M, w~ B;cp}.
Then M, w~ ~p q M~, w~ cp is shown by a straightforward induction proof. So,

Proposition 11 Every sAL model gives rise to an equivalent GAL (or sieve) model.

~" With reapect to rLt, i.e. relevance logic extended by ex falao, cf. [Thijsse90, p.5b9].
~oSo the sentence `I (explicitly~ believe that I do not implicitly believe p, but I do not believe that I do

not explicitly believe p' is eatisfiable, which, however, seems counterintuitive.
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5 The logic of local awareness

To motivate yet another logic, FBzH claim that

"Although the logic ofgeneral awareness is quite fíexible, it still has the property
that an agent cannot hold inconsistent beliefs. [. .. J Our key observatíon is that
one reason that people can hold inconsistent beliefs is that beliefs tend to come
in non-interactive clusters." [FH88, p.58]

In this respect an agent is similar to a community, in which different persons may have
different opinions, yet no one will defend contradictions.30 In a nutshell, beliefs stemming
from various frames of mind need not be combined by the agent. In particular, we may
want Bip n B~~p to be satisfiable, but B(cp n~cp) not. So clearly axiom schema C has to
be rejected for this logic. To this purpoae FaginBcHalpern propose what I will call `cluater
models'.31

In the rest of this section we briefly review neighbourhood semantics and introduce
cluster models. Then we will show how cluster models are related to neighbourhood mod-
els, and we will argue that despite superficial disadvantages the latter are still preferable.
A similar story can be told about Jaspars' fusion models. Finally we will argue that there
is no need to maintain such models in the presence of the framework of sieve models for
general awareness.

5.1 Neighbourhood semantics

Neighbourhood or `Scott-Montague' (sNt) semantics can be regarded as a topological or
functional generalization of Kripke semantics.32 First consider a classical Kripke model
M-(W, R, V). We employ some abbreviations:

~ [~p]~.r - {v ~ M, v ~ ~p};

~ R[w] - {v ~ wRv}.

The truth condition for necessity can thus be reformulated as:

w E[~~p] iff R[wJ C~cp],

in other words, iff Q~p] E~(R[W]). From this it is but a small step to replace the power set
by an arbitrary set of subsets of W, a`neighbourhood' (of w). So an s)ut model (W, N, V)
has the usual W and V and N(w) C ~(W). The key truth condition is:

w~o~p iff Q~p] E N(w)

The neighbourhood metaphor is clearly inspired by topology and this way of putting
things certainly has pictorial advantages. However, for symbolic manipulation another
formulation is more apt. Compared to traditional mathematics, the alternative format is
closer to algebra than to geometry (contrary to the neighbourhood paradigm). The idea
is to consider ( syntactic) modals operators also as semantic operators. In a functional
model (W, f, V) a modal [7 is interpreted by an operator f:~(W )-~ ~(W ), i.e.

~oThis may even apply to German dialectic philosophera.
"In [FH88, eectionó] cluster models are called `Kripke structurea for local reasoning'.
~~ [Montagueó8], [Scott70]; the functional view has been elaborated by David Lewis.
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~DS~~ - f([s~~).
These are just two ways of saying the same thing, though.33

Proposition 12
Neighbourhood semantícs and functional sernantics are equivalent.

Proof: notice that f and R are interdefinable: w E f(X ) q X E N(w)

completenees and correspondence

A completeness theorem is easily found and proven: 34

Theorem 4 The modal logic for sNt semantics is pL f E.

So, omniscience of types N,K,C or I can be avoided. Moreover, stvt semantics is of
considerable flexibility, witness a number of exemplary correspondences:

C: (intersection) f(X ) fl f(Y) C f(X tl Y)

N: (fixed unit) f(W )- W

D: (consistency) f(X ) fl f(W - X)- 0

4: ( interior-property) f(X ) C f( f(X ))

b: (exterior-property) W - f(X) C f(W - f(X ))

Now interpreting D as explicit belief (B), which requirements should be imposed on N
or f? Evident postulates are:

D~ I- ~Bl

C~ I- B(~p n t[i) ~(B~p n B~)

These principles have simple semantic counterparts:

D~: (fixed zero) f(~) - 0

Ce: (upward monotonicity) X C Y~ f(X ) C f(Y)

Accepting C~ implies accepting I too, because of the validity of E. So we are stuck
with some types of Lo after all. As a matter of fact, it seems that E and I are only slightly
weaker than N: assume3b some simple observation p and some complex mathematical
truth cp. So ~ ip and consequently ~ p H (p n ~p), and therefore ~ Bp H B(p ~ ~p). In
words, if one believes some fact, then one will also believe that fact and a complicated
piece of mathematics. We may conclude that for these severe types of Lo neighbourhood
semantics is no great help, but it may be used for the `frames of minds'-type omniscience,
just like the following two systems do.

~~This duality ie reminiecent of the situation in generalized quantifier theory, where one encounters a
functionsl vs a relational view on interpreted determinere, comparable to our neighbourhood vs operator
view.

J4See [Chellas80] for an introduction into neighbourhood aemantics.
JóThis argument was suggeated to me by Aené Ahn.
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5.2 Cluster models

semant ics

Cluster models are of the form (W, {C;};, V), where W and V are as usual, C;(w) C
~(W) -{0} and C;(w) ~ 0 for each w E W. So C;(w) is a nonempty set of nonempty seta
of worlds. The truth conditions for the connectives are standard-type and thoae for the
doxastic operators run as follows:38

. M, w ~ L;~p iff M, v ~ ip for every v such that v E nTEC;~w) T ( i.e. (~ C;(w) C [ip~);

. M, w ~ B;~p iff M, v~ ~p for all v in some particular T E C;(w)
(i.e. there is a T E C;(w) such that T C ~~D, or: Ci(w) fl pQcp~ ~ 0).

These clauses enable an evaluation of the behaviour of explicit belief with respect to the
different sorts of omniscience: N-omniscience is obviously restored, i.e. N holds for explicit
belief once aga,in. For if ~p is valid, then Q~p~ - W for any model, and so B;~p is always
true. I is also easily proved valid by the transitivity of C. C is eliminated, however:

Example 2 A simple counter-example for (Bp n B~p) -~ B(p n~p) is:

Here C(w) - {{w}, {v}}.

This implies that K-omniscience is avoided too, since C and K are deductively equiva-
lent, modulo I and the propositional calculus. The above countermodel shows that the
`consistency' axiom D, which is equivalent to ~(B~p n B~~p), is also invalid. Yet the (by
I) weaker axiom D~ is validated: (for B, not for L!)

D`" ~ ,B(SP n ~S~),
i.e. !- ~B1. We are ready for a completeness result.

Theorem 5 (FaginBcHalpern) 37

The modal system for the logic of local reasoning is K (i.e. NK) for Li, NID~` for Bi and
the connecting axiom ~ B;~p --~ L;~p.

A proof of this fact and a discussion of extensions of the system along the dimension of
introspection is omitted since we can give another, very rewarding result which obviates
the completeness theorem. This is achieved by a direct correspondence between cluster
models and st~t-models.

Proposition 13 (reduction of cluster models)
For explicit belief, cluster models are equivalent to monotonically increasing neághbour-
hood structurea with fixed unit and zero. For implicit belief the related neighbourhoods are
in addition intersective (and therefore fllters).

'6In an earlier version of [FH88~, presented on IJCAI85, another operator S; (`strong belief') pops up,
rvith interpretation M,w ~ S;~p iff M,v ~ ~p for all T E C;(w) and v E T(q U C;(w) C [rp~M).

~~[FH88, theorem 8.5~
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Proof: Given a cluster model (W, Ci, V) one can easily construct a neighbourhood structure for
B; by adding supersets to the clusters:

N;(w) - C; (w) -{X ~ T C X for some T E C;(w)}

N; is obviously increasing and non-trivial ( i.e. Ni(w) ~ 0 and N;(w) ~ ~(W) since 0~ 0. The
neighbourhood structure for Lt is formed by taking intersections:

N;(w) -{X ~(~ C;(w) C X}

Then N;(w) is either a principal filter or degenerated in Ni(w) - fr(W).
Now if B; is interpreted by Nj and L; by Ni in the model ( W, N;, N;, V) (i.e. w ~ B;cp q

Q~p~ E N;(w), etcetera), then a straightforward induction shows that both models are equivalent
(i.e. verify the same formulas in the same worlds).

To show the other direction, assume a neighbourhood model (W, N;, N;, V) where N; is non-
trivial and increasing, and Ni is its closure under arbitrary intersections and supersets. In fact
there exist several correct choices for related clusters:

~ C~ - Ni;

. C;(w) - N; (w) -{X E N;(w) ~ Y C X for no Y E Ni(w)} (the C-minimal elements of N;)

Again an inductive argument proves equivalence of the cluster model and the sNt model. ~

Theorem 5 now follows as an almost immediate corollary.
The obvious advantage of such a reduction is that a lot of results become available.

E.g. for neighbourhood structures 4 holds precisely on those neighbourhood frames that
have the interior-property, which after translation into cluster semantics yields:

X E C; (w) ~ {v ~ X E C; (v)} E C;(w)

FaginBiHalpern propose a different condition to ensure positive introspection for both
types of belief:

v E T E C;(w~ ~ T E Ci(v)

This elegant condition implies interiority, and would be preferable because of its simplicity.
Unfortunately it is too strong, i.e. it verifies 4 but does not correspond to it. Here is a
counter-example to full correspondence:
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Example 3
Let W- {w, v}, C(w) -{{w}, {v}, {w, v}} and C(v) - {{w, v}}. In a diagram: (C(w) is
indicated by thin lines, C(v) by thick lines.

C- Ct has the interior-property and therefore verifies 4. However it does not confor7n.
to the above condition: v E{v} E C(w), but {v} ~ C(v).

It can be shown that the condition proposed by FBaH corresponds to a rather strange pair
of formulas:

for every rp : F- ~B~p or ~ ~p --~ Bcp

A very similar story can be told for negative introspection. 5 schemata are verified on
frames having the exterior-property:

X ~ C; (w) ~ {v ~ X ~ C; (v)} E Ct(w)

FaginBtHalpern again propose a much more simple condition:

v E T E C;(w) ~ Ci(v) C C;(w)

Again this condition is sufficient but not necessary witness the following counter-example:

Example 4
Let W- {w, v}, C(w) -{{w}, {w, v}} and C(v) - {{w}, {v}, {w, v}}, in a diagram:

C has the exterior-property and thus verifies ~Bcp -~ B~Bcp. However it does not
conform to the above condition: v E{w, v} E C(w) and C(v) ~ C(w).

Again FBtH's proposal corresponds to an extravagant couple of formulas:

for every cp, tli :~ cp -~ ~B~i or ~ B~p -~ B~r~i
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5.3 l~sion models

[Jaspazs9l] deals with `confused' belief as he calls it, suggesting to solve the problem of
why incompatible beliefs apparently do not lead to total mental collapse. To this purpose
Jaspars uses the idea of `fusion' of worlds from [RB80], but without the need to stipulate
non-standard worlds created by algebraic operations on ordinazy worlds. 38 In a fusion
model M-(W, R;, V) an accessibility relation R; C W x (~(W) -{~}) typically connects
worlds to `fused' sets of worlds instead of single worlds. The crucial truth condition
essentially becomes:

. M,w ~ B;ip iff X n~cp~M ~ ~ for all X such that wR;X.

Where RescherBtBrandom add conditions to normalize the logical system, Jaspazs consid-
ers the pure semantics and demonstrates its soundness and completeness for the modal
system multi-NI. Our point is that the same strategy applied to cluster models can be
used here too: a reduction to neighbourhood models is feasible:

Proposition 14 (reduction of fusion models) Fusion models correspond to strong,
monotonically increasing neighbourhood structures.

Proof: Starting with a fusion model M -(W, R;, V~ one can construct a neighbourhood structure
N-(W, N;, V) for B; by:

N;(w)-{X ~HY:wR;Y~XnY~O}.

N; is obviously increasing and strong; by induction M and N are equivalent.
For the other direction, let N-(W, N;, V) be a neighbourhood model in which every N; is

strong and increasing. Then a related fusion model M-(W, R;, V) can be defined:

wR;X q X C W and X nY ~ 0 for all Y such that Y E N;(w).

This definition is correct since wR;X 8i W E N;(w) ~ ~~ X C W. We prove the key induction
step for the equivalence of the models, assuming [rp~~ -[rp~N (IH):
M,w ~ B;rp q for all X such that wR;X: X n[rpD~ ~ ~ q(IH) for each X such that X nY ~ 0
for all Y E N;(w): X n [rp~N ~ 0 q' [rp~N E N;(w) q N, w~ B;~p. Here G" is obvious (take
Y-[~p~) and ~' follows by an indirect argument: suppose that [~p~ ~ N;(w) and for each X such
that X n Y ~ 0 for all Y E N; (w): X n[rp~ ~ 0. Since N; is monotonically increasing Y~[~p~
for all Y E N;(w), so for all Y E N;(w): Y n[rpD` ~ 0. The choice X-[ip~` thus leads to the
contradiction [cp~ n[~p~` ~ 0. So [B;~p~~ - [B;~p~~,. a

The procedure used in this proof again provides an effective way to incorporate additional
axioms, such as D~ and 4. The corresponding conditions can thus be derived and coincide
to those presented in [Jaspars9l].39

'"Cf. [Vardi8ó] for a different though similar implementation of the `fusion' idea of [RB80]; Vardi's
account is closer to the original idea, where fusion is achieved by lattice-like operations on worlds.

J9To wit, the first transformation used in the proof gives that X~ N(w) q wRtX`. Thus the D~ condi-
tion 0~ N(w) amounts to wRtW. The usual 4 condition translates after contraposition and replacement
of X` by Y to wRt{ro ~ roRTY} ~ wRtY.
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5.4 conclusion

Given the reductions to s~t models we see no compelling reason to create a new kind
of semantics. The somewhat greater intuitive appeal of the clusters which aze generally
smaller than neighbourhoods is nullified by the diíficulty in formulating structural con-
straints, as illustrated above. And furthermore, neighbourhood models are based on the
simple idea that a proposition corresponds to the set of worlds in which it is true. There-
fore, stut semantics cannot distinguish logically equivalent propositions, which is generally
unacceptable for awazeness logics.

Moreover, it is doubtful whether these models should coexist with those for general
awazeness. It seems that FBcH have overlooked the fact40 that cluster models essentially
form a special case of the general models for awareness: completely analogously to the
earlier azgument for containment of special awazeness into general awazeness structures,
we can reduce cluster models to general awareness models by simulating validated explicit
beliefs in the awazeness

Proposition 15 Every cluster model induces an equivalent sieve model.

Proof: A cluster model ( W, C~, V) can be transformed into a sieve model M' -(W, R, Á, V),
by taking

. wRiv iff v E(~ C;(w),

' ~(w) - {Y' I M, w ~ Bit~}.

A straightforwazd induction shows simulation of truth on models:

M, w~ cp iff M', w~ cp

0

The proviso here is that we must be willing to give up the structural conditions on ac-
cessibility. So, seriality, transitivity and euclidicity have to be eliminated; but the same
holds for the treatment of implicit belief in cluster models. More in pazticular, we believe
there is little motivation to superimpose the awareness function to cluster models or the
like, as [FH88, p.61] propose.

~oOr, should I say: `have not been aware' of the possibility to perform local reasoning in GAL. But I
have to confess that it took me some time to become aware of it myself.
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